Testing Protocol & Documentation

The protocol and documentation used for the 3 performed tests. Usability script was found online.

Setup and Preparation

Steps

Original Task List

Revised Task List

Setup:
- Ensure camera is working properly
- Establish line of sight with script (Paper or Laptop)
- Establish over the shoulder view with phone filling a
large portion of the frame
Preparation (before user is given phone with prototype):
- Brief the user on what the site is and a potential and
relatable use case for it
- Explain why I requested their help/their relevance

1. Explain their part
- They will be given the set of tasks verbally by myself
- Once I observed them (through handheld camera) complete the task at hand, I would
delineate the next task
2. Explain personally relevant info
- They are under no obligation to talk during the proceedings but should feel free to if
they so desire
- The point of the study is to see how the interface works and was not a test of
personal ability or speed
3. Show and reiterate form
- I would then present the user with the consent form and explain to them what it
meant
- I would also insist on them reading it, despite my explanation (friends are trusting)
- Once signed, the testing can begin

- Find a newly posted spot in Western Canada
- Once in the desired spot, find out how long google maps
says the trip will be from New York
- Start to make a new spot with your current location data
- Add an image of a mountain range to your spot
- Add hiking gear to your spot
- Add some explorers notes
- Submit your spot
- View your spot as text only

- Find a newly made post in Western Canada
- Find out how long google maps says the trip will be
from New York
- Start to make a new post with your current location data
- Add an image of a mountain range to your spot
- Add hiking gear
- Add some notes
- Submit your spot
- View your spot as plain text

Recording Observations

- Observations would be mentally stored while holding the camera filming the test and would later be delineated to a document on the laptop brought
with.
- Other observations, many of them in fact, were recorded after reviewing the footage multiple times at a later point in time.

Debriefing

Thank them for time and participation as well as give a brief explanation of how this will help make changes to improve the project.

Consent & Release 1

Consent & Release 2

Consent & Release 3

Mitchell Millsaps
Mitchell Millsaps. I
Mitchell Millsaps without further

Problem Guide

Problem
Title

User(s) Affected

(Yes I know these are different than what the assignment had.)
[caption]

Multi-User Problems

These are problems that affected more than one of the three users tested.

Hamburger
Menu Use

Hotspot
Flashing

Sam | David

David | Shaun

The hamburger menu was the
first click when asked to
make a new post

Hotspot flashing could negate
personal error recovery
This was a problem found in 2 of the 3 users (I disabled it before I tested
Shaun) and it, to put it in simple terms, contaminated the testing. I
originally left it on because I was unsure of the level of over-handicap it
would add, being that only certain things were mapped or were able to
be mapped and as such could lead to difficulty recognizing personal vs
prototype errors.
Sam was largely correct in using the planned route and as such saw the
flashes sparingly.
David’s experience was different and at some points it felt as though he
was only progressing because he would notice the flashing.

On task 3 (Start to make a new spot with your current location data),
for both David and Shaun, the first action taken was to check the
hamburger menu for, presumably, a quick link to something that would
start said process.

Navigational
Intercomplexity

Sam | David | Shaun

The mapping complexity of the prototype could render certain actions
unusable on some screens, causing difficulties recovering from errors

Map &
Compass

David | Shaun

Is this what he meant by Google Maps?

In Invsion, for my vision of the app, I was largely
forced to make multiple highly similar screens with
slight keyframe-like iterations to properly show
progression. As such, it remained impractical, and
sometimes nonsensical, to hotspot every area
on every individual screen. The complexity of each
page was its own layer of hotspots, some of which
would be missing on certain pages instead of
others.
The problem with this, although on some points it
was unavoidable, is that it acted as a secondary,
and absolute, form of error prevention that would
not be seen in the would-be site.
This complexity could also, and did for one,
be outright unrecoverable on the users part. If the
user started completing tasks meant for a later
portion in time while they were searching for the
solution to the current task, depending on how far
along they got, they would require my assistance
to get them back to a reset point. Things like
picking hiking gear when the task is still find a
spot, the top logo would no longer work as a home
page link.

Task 2 showed, at least for 2 of the 3 users, that gear needs to be clearly
labeled and the location map needs to present itself as such. (Task 2 being
Find out how long google maps says the trip will be from New York) This
reaction also lead me to consider the copywriting even moreso than had
already been revised. What I hypothesize is going on is when I explicitly
mention google maps, the word map sticks out as exactly what they need
to look for, as if it were an efficiency trial. If I do further usability testing I
will change the writing to the simpler “tell me how long the trip to there
will be” as to not set their mind to automatically begin searching for the
words google or maps and hopefully get a less polluted reaction.

Individual User Problems

These are problems that only affected one user but stood out as significant.

User 1 - Sam

Recent
Spots

Current
Location
Sam

Sam

Do I recognize this icon or is it
something site specific?

Find a newly made spot...
new spot?
When tasked with finding a ‘newly made’ spot, much like the word
pollution that I hypothesize happened with the map & compass example,
the user scrolled around a bit, puzzled, and eventually settled on the first
action taken to be hitting the new spot title portion of what would be a
new post on the site.
While some things were edited in the script beforehand, spot still snuck
by until David’s testing (he was second in order). I am also suspicious if
new had an impact in affirming that new spot was the correct step in the
mental model.
Luckily, Andrea left a comment on a previous assignment warning about
using the exact copy found in the site after Sam’s test but before David’s.

Choosing the current location seemed to come naturally to Sam. Almost,
at least. There was a distinct thumb-hovering over the icon meant to
fetch current location. To get an accurate depiction of this, look at the
first image, then the second, then back to the first, then the second, then
back to the first, then imagine a third image of the button being clicked.
While that third image does exist, obviously, for sake of standard I have
not included it as well as for sake of it not being necessary.
What seems to happen is the user secong guessing their initial natural
reaction once or twice, then reading the below text to make sure, and
then clicking said button.

User 2 - David

Submission
Progression

Viewing
More

David

David

Why is it showing me this?
Does it want me to submit?

Would my current location be
anywhere on this list?
When attempting to make a new post with current location, the user
went back through discover spots and clicked the + view more link, which
ultimately did nothing since it was not mapped.
After testing the user, of their own volition, told me that for a second he
wasn’t sure if I said find or make a new spot. While this did seem to
explain the thought process behind returning to discover, the view more
actually gave me some insight I would most likely not have seen.
Ultimately, regardless of if find or make was the intention, David thought
current location would be an option under the locations branch on the
discover page. I will discuss this more later in the solutions section.

As discussed in the intercomplexity of the navigation of the prototype,
in order to achieve some things I had to sacrifice preferrable solutions, at
least in the prototype. This was a shining example.
I wanted to show the user that their image had indeed been uploaded but
invision did not allow for clicks to take the user to an anchor point of a
different screen. And so, I developed an entirely un-janky way around this
by rendering only that portion of the screen and after 1000 milliseconds,
it dissolved into the actual spot page with editable fields and progression.
This was a shining example of when pixate would have been the better
choice for that particular use.
An unforseen consequence of this was seen when the user assumed that
the reason it was showing this portion of the screen was to hint that the
spot was ready to submit instead of showing confirmation that the image
successfully uploaded.

User 3 - Shaun

Location
Marker

Googling
Maps

Shaun

It took me a few seconds to
notice the location pin
Shaun also freely spoke about his experience after the testing was
complete. For the most part, Shaun performed all the tasks exceptionally
and this task was one of the only hiccups present in the testing.
Shaun told me how when I asked him to complete task 2 (find out how
long google maps says the trip will be from New York) it took him a few
seconds to find the proper way to go about finding such information. He
also, like David, clicked the Map icon first and then after he realized that
the white dot above was actually a location pin.

Shaun

“How long the trip will be? ”
(yes, the images are the same)

Yes, this is the same image. These hiccups occured simultaneously.
The user asked me, shortly after I instructed him on the next task and he
had scrolled up and down, “how long the trip will be?”.
To me, this suggested that he was looking explicitly for said trip time.
As mentioned earlier the terms ‘google maps’ could pollute the mind
to interactive tunnel vision but I think it may have made this task a tad
more difficult for Shaun, although he still accomplished the task
rather proficiently.

Planned Changes

Changes made after the insights found from the above usability testing.

General Improvements - Improvements added to BOTH versions

- “Gear Name” Added
- This section header was added to avoid confusion between the standard post view’s google maps link and gear for the trip needed
- Image Confirmation
- Image confirmation was added in the form of a notification at the top of the page so that the user is not left assuming they need to hit the submit
button after they add an image
- Only Text
- The only text is available on all locations and posts now
- Home Button
- The top header logo (home link) is now accessible on every page
- Permutational Design Implementation
- The interface now has roughly 85 screens to account for any possible combination that the user may do when they are completing the tests
Most general additions were added so that the user would be able to interact with every thing in every way, despite the prototype being all images
cleverly image mapped together with invision

A Screen Improvements

- Hamburger Menu
- There is now a new post button available to use from the hamburger menu on every page
- On Location
- On every location page (not spot) there is now the option to make a new post directly from that page (without use of hamburger menu)

Redesigns

Development Plans

Prototype A (improved version) - https://invis.io/SN7V5NM38

Previous - https://goo.gl/axjFQD

Prototype B (control version) - https://invis.io/4E7W4JZ6P

Updated - https://goo.gl/szHDfI

Links available in PDF captions as well.

Links available in PDF captions as well.

The control and improved prototypes.

Plan schedules and their everchanging progression.

Planned Tests

How things go down.

Due to the prototyping platform chosen, InvisionApp, my prototype consisted of image mapped screens that were not available for mass online use.
In other words, it is not possible to set up an embedded version of the prototype on any site and have google analytics record the data within the
embedded content. This lead me to having to conduct my tests online through screen-sharing programs. The prototype is still accessible by the web
but the data inside is just not probable with analytics. I will be recording my screen which watches the user use the prototype through the screensharing software both of us are using. Statistics will be derived later from rewatching the recordings and measuring the time it takes to complete
each tasks as well as if they used or attempted to use the select features which are being measured.
Since the assignment also asks for AB tests, there had to be a way to conduct AB tests without any user base. I will be giving the user 2 very
generalized tasks, given that I cannot just dump them in the interface and expect competent data, in order to get results close enough to an AB test
and far enough from that of usability. The tasks given are find a post and begin to make a new post (and they will be explicitly told they can do these
in any order).
The measurements will be time to complete task, use or attempted use rates of the hamburger menu, and use rate of location based add button.

